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Abstract
There is an increasing interest in applying recent advances in
AI to automated reasoning, as it may provide useful heuris-
tics in reasoning over formalisms in first-order, second-order,
or even meta-logics. To facilitate this research, we present
MATR, a new framework for automated theorem proving ex-
plicitly designed to easily adapt to unusual logics or inte-
grate new reasoning processes. MATR is formalism-agnostic,
highly modular, and programmer-friendly. We explain the
high-level design of MATR as well as some details of its
implementation. To demonstrate MATR’s utility, we then de-
scribe a formalized metalogic suitable for proofs of Go¨del’s
Incompleteness Theorems, and report on our progress us-
ing our metalogic in MATR to semi-autonomously generate
proofs of both the First and Second Incompleteness Theo-
rems.
Introduction
An emerging body of literature seeks to apply the recent ad-
vances of machine learning and deep networks to the field of
automated theorem proving. For example, given a partially
completed deductive proof, deciding which inference rules
to apply might be a task that modern AI is particularly well-
suited to (Wang et al. 2017; Piotrowski and Urban 2019;
Kaliszyk et al. 2018; Lederman, Rabe, and Seshia 2018;
Kaliszyk, Chollet, and Szegedy 2017; Alemi et al. 2016).
Improved decision-making heuristics in automated reason-
ing are especially important in proofs using non-classical
formalisms, such as second-, higher-, or meta-logics. Such
logics can sometimes allow for the expression of com-
plex proofs in far fewer steps than might be required in
a first-order logic (Buss 1994; Smith 2007). However, this
increased expressive power also considerably expands the
search space of any proof done in such logics, mandating
the need for said improved heuristics.
However, a platform to easily experiment with applying
AI to a plurality of logical formalisms does not exist; at
least not in a way that jointly satisfies desiderata that we
will state shortly. In this paper, we will describe our progress
in addressing these goals by presenting MATR (Machine
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Accountability through Traceable Reasoning), a new auto-
mated reasoning framework. As a proof-of-concept, we in-
troduce a metalogic capable of expressing proofs of Go¨del’s
Incompleteness Theorems, and show how MATR can be
used as a platform for developing AI systems capable of dis-
covering and reasoning over such proofs.
MATR is based on the following design principles:
P1. The underlying control system should be as
formalism-agnostic as possible. MATR began as an in-
house tool to very quickly test the formal representations
and inference rules related to variants of the Cognitive
Event Calculus (Arkoudas and Bringsjord 2009; Bringsjord
and Govindarajulu 2013; Licato et al. 2014; Bringsjord et
al. 2014; Bringsjord et al. 2015), whose visual style was
inspired by the diagrammatic, flowchart-like aesthetic of
Slate (Bringsjord et al. 2008) and the indented subproofs
of Fitch-style natural deduction (Barker-Plummer, Barwise,
and Etchemendy 2011). Instead of creating an automated
theorem prover from scratch for each new formalism, it was
decided that a more flexible framework with easily inter-
changeable parts would be a better long-term strategy.
P2. Semantics should be contained in the codelets and
other interchangeable parts. Any actions requiring seman-
tic understanding of the contents of the nodes in MATR
should be contained in one of MATR’s interchangeable
parts, preferably its codelets. Codelets are independently op-
erating programs which perform the bulk of the work in
MATR, and are described more later in this section. Syntax
checking, carrying out inference rules, recording type infor-
mation, and even knowing whether a proof is completed are
tasks delegated to individual codelets. This is also meant to
enable rapid deployment and testing of nontraditional log-
ics (e.g. higher-order, modal, inductive, informal, etc.). One
trade-off of this flexibility is that it is entirely possible for
a set of codelets to be mutually incompatible. Accordingly,
MATR also allows for pre-built configurations to be loaded
in the form of a YAML text file. For example, if one wishes
to use MATR as a natural deduction reasoner for standard
first-order Peano Arithmetic, such a configuration will al-
ready be available to load.
P3. Codelets must be programmer-friendly, allowing
for easy implementation and changes of inference rules
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Figure 1: Example simple proof that (A ∧ B) → C follows
from B → C. Formula nodes are ovals, while inferences
are rectangles. Nodes start out as light blue and are colored
green as they receive the checked flag. The axioms and goals
of each box receive a border, colored gold or blue (resp.).
without modifying the core. Although much of MATR’s
code is written in Clojure, its codelets can be written in vir-
tually any language (most are in Python).
P4. Control decisions and optimization strategies should
be as interchangeable as possible. Another motivator for
MATR is as a platform for applying advances in Artificial In-
telligence and Machine Learning to Automated Reasoning.
For example, given partially completed proofs, a fruitful re-
search question may be how to select which codelets to run,
and over which existing formula nodes, in order to optimally
complete the proofs. MATR encourages this by making two
components interchangeable: the codelet chooser, which se-
lects which codelets to execute and the order to execute them
each iteration; and the recommendation resolver, which de-
cides which codelet recommentations to actually apply to
the proof.
P5. The front-end should be modular to satisfy a vari-
ety of use cases. There are at least two primary use cases of
MATR’s user interface: for students relatively new to auto-
mated reasoning, and for researchers who may want to use
MATR as part of a larger AI system. For the former case,
we have an interactive graphical user interface; this is the
source of the figures in this paper. For the latter, MATR’s
back-end can communicate with a lightweight command-
line interface or interact directly with programs through an
API.
The Proof Space
MATR’s basic organizational unit is called the box. A box
may contain a set of formula nodes, inference nodes, other
boxes, and connections between nodes or boxes. If a box
B contains a node or box o, then we say that o has B as a
parent box. All elements in MATR have exactly one parent
box, with one exception: the top-level box. It is also referred
to as the proof space or root box and is the starting point of
all MATR proofs.
Formula nodes contain formula objects, which are typi-
cally S-expression strings. Inference nodes are used to link
a set of formula nodes F (the premise node) to another for-
mula node φ (the conclusion node), where φ /∈ F. Inference
nodes contain information about the nature of the inference
from F to φ, typically a string corresponding to the name of
the inference rule, metadata about which codelet suggested
the inference, and other information of use to codelets. Thus,
directed edges connect formula nodes to inference nodes,
and inference nodes to formula nodes, but never directly
connect two nodes of the same type.
Formula nodes can also be axioms or goals of their parent
box. If α is an axiom of box B, then it is an axiom of any
box which has B as a parent box. Formula nodes may also
contain metadata such as the binary checked flag, which de-
notes whether a formula node follows from the axioms of its
parent box. Formula nodes which are axioms of their par-
ent boxes automatically have checked flags, and a special
codelet propagates checked flags by looking at inference
nodes: if, for inference node i, (1) all of i’s premise nodes
have checked flags, and (2) i is marked as a deductive1 in-
ference, then i’s conclusion node is given a checked flag.
Core Components
The most important component of MATR’s design is the
codelet, an individual piece of specialized code whose job
is to analyze the current proof space, and make recommen-
dations about how to modify the proof space (typically the
addition of inference and formula nodes). In keeping with
the design principles listed earlier, codelets can be writ-
ten in virtually any programming language, are easily inter-
changeable, and are principally responsible for both defin-
ing and behaving in accordance with the intended semantics
of the proof state. The term ‘codelet’ is borrowed from the
Copycat model of analogical reasoning (Hofstadter 1984;
Mitchell 1993; Hofstadter and Mitchell 1995), and like
Copycat codelets, our codelets should be thought of as in-
dependently operating “worker ants” which each specialize
in searching for a unique set of features in the proof space
(or in a local subset of the proof space), and making recom-
mendations based on their findings.
Most codelets directly correspond to inference rules; e.g.,
the Modus Ponens codelet simply looks for formulae pairs of
the form φ, φ → ψ and recommends adding a “Modus Po-
nens” inference node and a ψ formula node. Other codelets
are responsible for background or support tasks, such as
propagating checked flags, or ensuring that every formula
node contains syntactically valid formulae. If the applica-
tion calls for it, codelets may even contain entire external
programs or automated theorem provers; e.g., we make use
of a full first-order resolution codelet later in this paper.
1Although not used in this paper, inference nodes can corre-
spond to non-deductive inferences, in order to open the door to
proof-solving heuristics and proof tactics.
MATR’s codelets typically operate either in a forward or
backward mode. Forward-operating codelets look for sets
of formulae that jointly satisfy some inference schema’s
premises, and suggest the addition of a conclusion, as in
the Modus Ponens example earlier. It is beneficial for such
codelets to restrict its search to formulae that have checked
flags, so that any new formula nodes added will also have
checked flags propagated to them. Backwards operating
codelets work in the other direction, adding formulae that
lead to nodes which have yet to be checked. Allowing
some codelets to operate unconstrained could result in a
potentially infinite number of recommendations per iter-
ation, such as a forward operating Disjunction Introduc-
tion codelet. This explosion is managed by heuristics in the
codelet chooser and recommendation resolver.
The MATR core (sometimes referred to as the back-end)
is the fixed central unit that coordinates all of MATR’s in-
terchangeable parts. In its simplest form, it merely serves
as the conduit through which the components of MATR
communicate and maintains the repository of shared proof
state. Currently, core presents a REST API which wraps a
datascript graph database that holds all of the proof state.
Core also provides provides a minimal Codelet Chooser and
Recommendation Resolver. The former can be configured to
trigger codelets based on the result of queries against the
core database, while the latter is mostly focused on sanity
checking (e.g. preventing the addition of duplicate nodes and
boxes).
The front-end is the primary way to interact with MATR
as a whole. It wraps some of core’s API into a graphical user
interface that allows the user to upload a configuration to
core, set up the axioms and goals of the proof space, trigger
the execution of codelets, and view the resulting proof.
Codelet Servers act as hosts for the codelets provided by
core. They present REST endpoints for the codelet chooser
to send messages to trigger the execution of particular
codelets. The codelets can then make additional queries
against core, perform logical inferences, and the codelet
server responds to the request with actions for the recom-
mendation resolver.
Discovering the Proofs
A Formalized Metalogic
As a demonstration and test of MATR’s proof-finding ca-
pabilities, we set out to generate a proof of Go¨del’s First
and Second Incompleteness Theorems, given a proof sketch.
Verifying proofs of these theorems are often used as a sort
of stress test for an automated reasoner’s formalism, and the
the ability to automatically discover these proofs has been
claimed by many with various degrees of success (O’Connor
2005; Sieg and Field 2005; Licato et al. 2013; Paulson 2014;
Paulson 2015). All existing machine-discovered proofs of
the incompleteness theorems rely on carefully selected sym-
bols and inference rules. An ongoing goal of such work is
to discover proofs of the incompleteness theorems with in-
creasingly minimal assumptions and custom tailoring of the
prover’s starting conditions. Here, our contribution does so
with a formalism and automated reasoner robust enough to
not only find concise proofs of both incompleteness theo-
rems, but of similar theorems in the metalogical space as
well.
Our formalizations of the incompleteness proofs are
loosely based on the versions and terminology described by
(Smith 2007). Let us assume a Go¨delian numbering scheme
that assigns a unique integer to all formulae in first-order
Peano Arithmetic (PA), using the normal conventions. Then
for any well-formed-formula (wff) φ in PA, pφq denotes its
corresponding Go¨del number. Slightly abusing notation for
convenience, if Φ is a proof in PA, pΦq denotes its corre-
sponding encoding (called a Super Go¨del number). Given
an integer in n ∈ N, determining whether n encodes a PA
wff, a well-formed proof in PA, or neither, is decidable and
captured in PA itself (Smith 2007).
PrvPA(n) is shorthand for the wff formula in PA which
expresses (but does not capture) the numerical property “n
corresponds to the Go¨del number of a formula that is a
theorem of PA.” This predicate also satisfies the Hilbert-
Bernays provability conditions (Equations 2 - 4 below).
Opposite(m,n) is shorthand for the PA wff which is prov-
able if and only if n encodes a PA wff which is the negated
form of the PA wff that m encodes. Because this formula
trivially captures a primitive recursive property, it is cap-
tured in PA (Smith 2007) and thus it is an axiom that for
all PA wffs φ, PA ` Opposite(pφq, p¬φq). Consistency in
PA is expressed by the formula ConPA:
∀m,n(Opposite(m,n) ∧ PrvPA(m)) → ¬PrvPA(n) (1)
Often, explanations of the incompleteness proofs will use
high-level natural language which appears to quantify over
formulae—e.g., “there exists a formula φ such that φ has a
certain property.” This, we believe, reflects the natural rel-
ative ease of reasoning about formula as discrete objects
which can have properties, at least when working through
the proofs of the incompleteness theorems. Our formaliza-
tion of the incompleteness proofs thus uses a first-order
modal typed metalogic, to more directly reflect the kinds of
statements used in explanations of the proofs. The objects of
our metalogic are the same as in PA, with the addition of
two types: Proof theory and formula symbols. Proof theory
symbols enable metalogical formulae that compare and ex-
press the properties of entire proof theories, but for this pa-
per we only use one: PA. Formula symbols are objects cor-
responding to PA wff. Since the metalogical version of the
universal and existential operators can quantify over formula
symbols, the metalogic allows us to write formulae such as
Equations 2 through 7 below.
More precisely, a metalogic wff is either: (1) a single for-
mula symbol, (2) a PA wff, or (3) if φ and ψ are metalogic
wffs, then metalogic wffs include: ¬φ, φ ∨ ψ, and so on
using the normal rules of logical operators. All operators
in first-order PA have analogs in the metalogic. Only one
additional operator is added: The provability operator ` is
written (p, f), where p is a proof theory, and f is a met-
alogic wff. It should be read, “the proof theory p has the
formula corresponding to f as one of its theorems.” Un-
like PrvPA(pψq), which is a PA wff, (PA,ψ) is a met-
alogic wff. Furthermore, ∀φ(PA, φ) → PrvPA(pφq) and
∀φ(PA,PrvPA(pφq)) → PrvPA(pφq) are provided as
axioms, but the converse are not.
Given this notation, we can introduce the three Hilbert-
Bernays provability conditions as axioms as well:
∀φ(PA, φ) → (PA,PrvPA(pφq)) (2)
∀φ,ψ(PA,PrvPA(pφ→ ψq)
→ (PrvPA(pφq) → PrvPA(pψq))) (3)
∀φ(PA,PrvPA(pφq) → PrvPA(pPrvPA(pφq)q)) (4)
Primarily as a matter of notational convenience, we define
an additional definition of consistency Con(PA):
¬∃φ(PA, φ) ∧(PA,¬φ) (5)
Note that Con(PA) is a metalogic wff, whereas ConPA is
a PA wff. Con(PA) also draws on a notation which empha-
sizes PA as an object that can be replaced with other formal
theories.2 In any case,Con(PA) andConPA can be derived
from each other in our present proof space, and only the lat-
ter is used as an axiom. Thus, we can concisely formalize
Go¨del’s two Incompleteness Theorems as follows:
∃φ¬(PA, φ) ∧ ¬(PA,¬φ) (6)
(PA,ConPA) → ¬Con(PA) (7)
Setup
To establish a basis for the proof, two initial setup codelets
populate the proof space with several intermediate nodes and
boxes to act as the foundation for later codelets. By statically
introducing these intermediate nodes and boxes we guide the
proof search process in a way which avoids combinatorial
explosion. While the front end could be used to introduce
each of these boxes and nodes by hand, using setup codelets
simplified the process of re-running the entire proof while
testing. In the future we hope to use heuristics to completely
automate this as well. In our proof sketch we used three sub-
proofs, which are created in this step. They are handled in
setup due to the need for intermediate nodes to be placed in
those subproofs as well. Additionally, the existential elimi-
nation acting on one of the axioms occurs in the setup so that
the symbol chosen to take place of the quantifier is fixed to
be the same as those used in the intermediate nodes.
In order to simplify the proof space, we employ four types
of resolution codelets; two for the metalogic, and two for
first-order logic. The two “PA `” codelets simply search for
formulae nodes (PA, φ1), ...,(PA, φn) with checked
flags, and either a formula (PA,ψ) without a checked
flag or a (PA,⊥) formula. It then attempts to show that,
subject to timeout and memory limitations, ψ follows from
{φ1, ..., φn} using first-order resolution without equality.
Likewise, the “ML `” codelets search for formula nodes
γ1, ..., γm with checked flags and uses resolution to prove
whether a formula ψ or ⊥ without a checked flag follows.
Although these codelets are quite powerful (and potentially
2By this sort of design we intend, in the future, for MATR
to reason about metalogical properties of multiple formal theories
within the same proof.
combinatorially explosive), they do not operate in a purely
forward mode, which severely limits what can be practically
derived. But neither can either of these codelets complete
the entire proof on their own. Consider the three Hilbert-
Bernays Provability Conditions: After ∀-Elimination, Equa-
tions 3 and 4 produce subformulae that can be reasoned
over by PA `, but Equation 2 does not—it requires infer-
ences at the metalogical level. Conceivably, one might sim-
ply strengthen ML ` to subsume what PA ` does, but this
explodes its average run time, removes MATR’s ability to in-
troduce smarter heuristics, and would prevent us from using
a general purpose first order resolution implementation.
In order to ensure proper connection between the nodes
introduced by the resolution codelet and the nodes that al-
ready exist outside of the subproof, a reiteration codelet con-
nects the node outside of the subproof to the correspond-
ing node inside the subproof. This allows for propagation of
checks into the subproof, so that resolution can truly demon-
strate that it has proven a particular formula with accordance
to information both inside and outside of the subproof.
We also implemented a dedicated codelet for Hilbert-
Bernays 1 (2) instead of providing it as an axiom of the root
box. In testing, we discovered that providing HB1 as an ax-
iom lead to an explosion of the number of necessary clauses
to process in the resolution procedure. More specifically, the
proof of Con(PA) with resolution explodes from 97 clauses
to not resolving with an upper bound of 2000 clauses. The
HB1 codelet works purely in a backwards mode, adding
inferences for nodes of the form (PA,PrvPA(pφq)) and
connecting to (or creating) a corresponding node of the form
(PA, φ).
Once the proof is completed, a pruning process identifies
(and displays) the shortest proofs of each goal node in the
root box. Figure 2 shows this pruned proof. Pruning is ac-
complished in two steps. The first propagates forward from
the axioms of every box to count the number of justifications
in the shortest proof of any reachable and checked node.
Given these proof size counts, a backwards traversal is per-
formed from each goal of the root box to extract the nodes
and boxes used in the shortest proof of that goal.
With the provided intermediate nodes, the proof takes
four iterations to complete. Interestingly, the proof found by
MATR is actually shorter than the proof sketch we used to
select our intermediate nodes and high level proof structure.
Most surprising to us was MATR using part of the proof of
the first incompleteness theorem in its proof of the second,
short circuiting three intermediate nodes.
Conclusion and Future Work
With MATR, we sought to satisfy the design criteria P1 -
P5 by designing a system that operates fluidly over vari-
ous logical systems with a series of interchangeable compo-
nents. MATR allows the use of various heuristics to verify
or discover proofs with otherwise-explosive proof spaces.
To demonstrate the potential of this system, we verified and
simplified proofs of Go¨del’s Incompleteness Theorems.
We see a few directions to take MATR going forward. We
have already made progress automating the generation of in-
termediate nodes in the incompleteness theorem proofs, but
we are still exploring the heuristics needed to minimize ex-
plosion of the proof space. Remarkably, MATR discovered
a shorter proof than we told it to find, which we consider
a strong indicator of the potential for work in this area. As
MATR is designed to reason in higher order logics, it may
be immensely valuable in automatically discovering shorter
proofs of already known theorems. The full source code for
MATR and what is necessary to replicate this proof will be
available upon publication.
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